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About
PowerGistics
An IT Director knew there had to be a 
better classroom charging  solution than 
the bulky messy laptop carts, but when 
he researched, he  found nothing else  
on the market. 

He brought his concept for an alternative to 
the charging cart to a local metal manufacturer 
in Columbus, WI in 2012. Together they 
collaborated to create PowerGistics Towers.

Since then, PowerGistics Towers have been 
adopted in thousands of schools across the 
US, Canada, & UK. While PowerGistics’ design 
is student centered, it also saves hours of  
teacher instructional  time & IT staff time, 
making everyone’s life easier. 

@PowerGistics

“The flexible platform design [of Towers by 
PowerGistics] allows the classroom to flex and 
evolve with any future needs, making them a 
great investment.”
Bob Boyd, CETL — Director of Technology, Kettle Moraine 
Schools, Wisconsin
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Beth is passionate about educational 
innovation and transformation to impact 
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She creates dynamic learning experiences for 
educators of all levels to activate possibilities 
to meet the needs of all of their learners. 

Beth has been in the field of educational technology 
for over 20 years, modeling digital integration with 
purpose and passion.  Currently, she empowers 
a team to support regional digital needs in WI, as 
well as leads the ISTE Certification program that is 
delivered world-wide.  
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Senior Director of Digital  
Leadership and Learning

CESA 2, Wisconsin
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Introduction
Our learners are changing in conjunction with 
their ever-changing environment.  Hence, the role 
of the educator must be as fluid to meet the needs 
of their learners. 

We have seen a shift in education to digital learning, 
not necessarily because we wanted to, but because we 
had to. This brings a window of opportunity to move 
away from what was “normal” to a new dimension of 
learning. Some traditional learning will come along, 
AND in addition, students will have more choice in how, 
when, and where they want to learn. Equitable access to 
digital devices, internet, and trained educators is more 
important than ever. Systems of support are essential 
for all learning environments to ensure the optimal 
conditions for each learner. This playbook will assist in 
setting up those support systems.

One thing we know for certain -  we can emPower all 
learners together.
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“The real role of leadership in education is 
not and should not be command and control.  
The real role of leadership is climate control, 
creating a climate of possibility.” 
Sir Ken Robinson

1: Leadership
Over and over again, it is evident that leadership is key 
to creating systemic change. A vision  
can be translated into reality by building  
strong relationships, structures and accountability.   
That said, a collaborative leadership approach for 
implementing digital devices can provide  
opportunity for stakeholders to guide the  
change. A fabulous resource provided by  
the Alliance for Excellent Education is  
the Future Ready Schools Framework.

  

https://futureready.org/
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The center of the framework is the learner - 
specifically calling out personalised learning.  
The surrounding gears include:

• Curriculum, Instruction, & Assessment

• Personalised Professional Learning

• Robust Infrastructure

• Community Partnerships

• Budget and Resources

• Data and Privacy

• Use of Space and Time

The Framework provides a survey for each 
component for appropriate stakeholders. This 
data provides a base to create a plan based on 
where the district is presently and a path to its 
vision. A digital dashboard is provided to collect 
data and monitor progress. This framework 
was key in the districts I have previously 
worked with to prepare and monitor for digital 
implementation.

As you create your district Digital Leadership 
Teams (DLT), be sure to include participants from 
each area of the framework. This work does not 
just live in the technology department. Planning 
strategically to include various departments in 
the conversation will be key.  Let’s call this the 
Digital Learning Steering Committee.  
This group will:

• Assign gear leader(s)

• Meet once a month

• Create a plan tracker

• Report progress to stakeholders

• Celebrate successes

This team can support digital integration in any 
instructional formats: face-to-face, hybrid, and 
remote/distance.

As your Digital Leadership Team builds and 
completes structures at the district level, it is 
time to trickle the structure to the building level. 

The building level looks a bit different.  

1: Leadership

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1YSWforHbxADKs8MllxpObRYX_WykZyhcenZ0W8bO8GY/template/preview
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First, create a Digital Leadership Team at each 
school. You know how to create teams - get those 
who are innovators AND laggards. We need all 
perspectives on the team. Build the purpose as it 
relates to your district mission: personalised for 
each student that uses digital devices.

Your building DLT may want to access these 
tools:

School Vision and Planning
Vision Implementation Building Tool - Simplified

Example School’s Vision Implementation

Implementation School Tool - Word/Doc version

Example School’s Implementation Plan

Implementation Building Tool:  Excel/Sheets 
version

Digital Implementation Guidance

Building a Digital Culture Assessment

Your building DLT will guide and monitor the 
success of your digital implementation. They are 
vital to building and district implementation!

“Individual commitment to a group effort—that 
is what makes a team work, a company work, a 
society work, a civilization work.” 
Vince Lombardi.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ljSnUdt2XAfyxi86IzS3F-ROi8WdvJxWHlnkrwG-2gg/template/preview
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R9nLDlcWmLrNWkjvFCvdK2CwdRiDlbwnuHc8ZQHmN4g/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pIJVTHhVZ-sQLa434sX3zz2Xbbt-f9m0eSEehxXFG6s/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oy1MQzXj9pOfVrLPjx2UZNTTmL-fZbEropoLzzHsRLI/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hER4JVZmiETJnEBtE7iIWCuZ61QjR2gBjg-4jzW8fd0/template/preview
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hER4JVZmiETJnEBtE7iIWCuZ61QjR2gBjg-4jzW8fd0/template/preview
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y3IPEy6mstfeJ3mGRzQHdbg3snGPiGget4wKIGu-PtI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1C8ppJ6_0VONaFT7IkR9vznMCUem5FUHyRqPh7bslk0A/edit#heading=h.rqatejyk16e9
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2: Equity in Student Access

When Local Education Authorities (LEA) talk 
about equity and access, they often break 
that into different buckets:

• Access to devices and digital programs
• Access to high quality instructional 

materials
• Access to effective educators with 

knowledge of digital strategies
• Access to conducive learning 

environments
• Access to the Internet 

“We must merge our 
traditional sense of 
schooling with the real 
world.” 
Sigmund Boloz
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Access to Digital Devices and Programs
Many people ask, “Why do all students need 
devices, can’t they share?”  My answer is, 
“Students need access to devices when it is the 
best instructional tool for the learning outcome.”  
If that student is in need of accessing an app, 
program, or the internet to successfully achieve 
the learning outcome, why should they have to 
wait until tomorrow when it is their turn?

With that in mind, the current state of virtual 
learning has required districts to critically 
analyze their device inventory and provide 
students digital devices and curriculum so 
learning can occur anywhere.

Access to High-Quality Instructional Materials
Students are eager to learn when the content is 
relevant and authentic. That said, your curriculum 
should reflect your students’ cultures and 
experiences. High-quality instructional materials 
also need to be driven by standards for career, 
college and community readiness. The rigor and 
high expectations for each student will provide 
personalised access to learning outcomes.

The instructional materials should be accessible 
in multiple formats (paper, digital) with multiple 
points of access. If a student is learning in a 
virtual environment, access to the content will 
be organised on a digital platform with clarity 
and structure. Within that structure, students 
will engage in the content multiple ways, utilising 
their choice with an opportunity to express what 
they know and understand.

“Students need access to devices when it is the best 
instructional tool for the learning outcome.”
Beth Clarke - Senior Director of Digital  
Leadership and Learning
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Access to Effective Educators with Knowledge 
of Digital Strategies
This is a tricky one because as we know, there is 
variability in teachers as there is in our students.  
Even so, professional learning must include 
digital strategies and tools to effectively teach 
our learners of today.  Digital learning is what 
learning is today.  We only call it out because 
some folks are still working on integrating the 
digital part.  A silver-lining to the 2020 pandemic 

is that educators were accelerated into the 
virtual world and are now integrating digital 
practises into all learning environments; face-to-
face, hybrid, and virtual.  Our students deserve to 
learn with educators that have modern pedagogy 
to support their needs.

Access to Conducive Learning Environments
All students are different. It is critical for 
educators to provide an environment with 
flexibility and variety so students have choice in 
their physical learning environment.  

Virtual spaces, such as a video conference, must 
also include choice. Video on or video off, it is a 
choice for the learner to make as they engage in 
learning activities.

“The students of the future will demand the learning 
support that is appropriate for their context … 
and they want it at the moment the need arises. 
Not sooner, not later. Mobile devices will be a key 
technology to providing that learning support.”
Dr. Marcus Specht, Director, LDE Centre for Education & 
Learning, Netherlands
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Access to the Internet
Access to the internet in our schools is a done deal, 
but opportunities for internet access looks different 
for each family. LEA’s can bridge opportunities to 
access the internet by:

• Providing hotspots to families of need
• Equipping busses with hotspots
• Connecting low cost internet programs to 

families
• Contact local businesses to build a network  

of internet friendly locations
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3: Choosing Devices and 
      Deployment Plan
Create a Research and Development Team
When creating your R&D team, remember to 
diversify from technology to instructional to 
district to building employees. It is imperative to 
gather multiple perspectives while keeping your 
vision.

This team will be responsible for researching and 
staying current on digital devices and programs. 
It is important to keep in mind your context - 
what will work for your students, and be open 
to pushing the envelope. Be prepared to have 
small pilot groups test devices and programs to 
support your vision.

Choosing the right device for the Vision of 
Learning 
There are a lot of devices to choose from 
today - everything from hand held tablets to 
Chromebooks to laptops and desktops. In 
general, I have seen tablets in the primary grade-
levels, Chromebooks for secondary, and laptops 
for specialised programming for students. Staff 
members need devices based on their role. It is 
great to standarise but that may not be possible 
in all cases. For example, the art and music 
teachers use Apple products for design, but 
the district may purchase Windows laptops for 
all staff. There are ways around this, but it may 
just be easier to outfit those teachers with the 
right technology. Your R & D team will be critical 
decision-makers in this process.
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To lease or not to lease
It is important to build a sustainable budget for 
your digital implementation plan. Once you go 
1:1, you can never go back. Leasing is one way to 
secure the promise of secured funding over time. 
Your payments are consistent and are not based 
on a hopeful grant or one-time source. 

Device Set-up
Depending on your classroom plan, you will 
want to set up your devices as personal or 
shared devices. Many times, district will want to 
standardise devices for two reasons:

1. Ease of deployment, management,  
and support

2. Teacher and student training
I get this, yet we have to keep in mind that we are 
not teaching robots. We are teaching learners 
who have variability and need different tools to be 
successful. So this is what I suggest:

Go ahead and set up a standard device shell and 
duplicate that standard set-up for all devices. 
Done. THEN, let teachers and students choose 

how they personalise their device from a pool of 
apps/programs that will allow each student to 
leverage the device for their particular needs.

Ordering
Many districts order at least 10% more devices 
than their student population. This will ensure if 
a device is unusable, the student can have a “hot 
swap” or loaner until the device is back in working 
order. It is important to have policies/procedures 
around swapping devices.

Refresh Plan
Your devices will have 
a life of 3-4 years. This 
is due to wear and tear, 
as well as operating 
system updates. In order to achieve your vision/
learning goals, it is important that all devices are 
functioning at optimal efficiency. If you choose to 
lease, you will automatically have a refresh cycle 
built in. If you purchase, plan for exiting devices 
with students or a community resource and 
purchasing new every 3-4 years.
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Considerations
When purchasing devices for a 1:1 deployment, 
you may want to consider:

1. What management device manager (MDM) will 
support all devices?  How will you enroll all of 
the devices?

2. What services will you procure to repair 
damaged devices (warranty, paid services)?

3. What software, apps, security programs will 
need to be loaded/pushed to all devices?

4. What resource managing program will you 
use to track devices?

5. How will you ensure privacy and security of 
student data?

6. What firewall security will ensure safe 
internet searching?

7. Will you consider device classroom 
management software?

8. What systems of charging will you employ?

Human Capital
When deploying devices, you  
may need to consider your  
human power. 
Who will be:

1. Unboxing

2. Enrolling in the MDM

3. Loading apps, software, etc.

4. Asset tagging

5. Packing for each school/classroom

6. Organising for distribution in school

7. Labeling each device with  
student name/classroom

8. Organise storage, charging, management  
in classrooms

9. Checking out device to each student

10. Managing a repair/damage center
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4: Technology Classroom Setup 
Create a Research and Development Team
Yes- we are back on this topic.  When you are 
setting up your classrooms or even virtual 
spaces, consider first the intended learning 
outcomes.  How will you achieve those outcomes 
within your environment?  You picked your 
student device, so the next step is to build a team 
to design the pheripherials that interface with 
the student device.  Create small pilots and get 
teacher/student feedback.  This will aide in the 
success of implementation and communication.

Classroom 
As learners evolve, so should effective methods 
of teaching.  Modern classrooms are evidence of 
this transformation.  You may see displays in a 
classroom used for mini-lessons, but today you 
will find that teachers can instruct

through their device so all students are seeing 
content displayed on their own device.  We are 
moving away from direct instruction to more 
collaborative groups.  Do you need smaller 
displays for collaborative grouping?  Here are 
additional questions you may want to consider.

• Do teachers need an interactive board?
• Do students/teachers have touchscreen 

devices; if so, is it necessary?
• How will teachers and students connect/

mirror their devices to the display?  Audio 
and video are huge factors.  

• Is a document camera needed?  Web cam?  
• Do you have an audio/mic  system?  How will 

that interface?
• Are wireless keyboards/mice needed?  

Batteries?
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Additional Technology for Virtual/Blended 
Learning 
If you are setting up a hybrid or virtual 
environment, you may be considering technology 
that will enhance synchronous sessions with 
your students. A document camera will support 
visuals of physical items, a good headset with a 
microphone will support audio quality. If you are 
teaching simultaneously with a group of students 
online and a group in person, consider a clip on 
microphone and webcam that can pick up your 
movement.

Transitions in the Classroom 
Once you have the correct technology and 
teachers trained and empowered for when and 
how to use it, consider how it will physically flow 
within the classroom. The goal is for technology 
not to be the afterthought or a hassle for learning; 
the goal is for technology to seamlessly support 
learning. Consider how easy it will be for students 
to access devices when used for an activity, or 

when they return from their breaks, lunch, recess, 
or other classes. 

• Are the devices visible at all times to 
students, or are they locked away out of 
sight? 

• Are the students empowered to access these 
devices on their own, or is the technology 
controlled by the teacher?

• How much does the transition to using 
devices cut into learning time? 

• Do students of all ages and abilities have the 
same opportunity to access their device?

Contingency Plans for Uncharged Devices 
If devices are charged at home, or using a cart 
in the classroom, there will always be occasions 
where devices are accidentally not charged. 
Ideally this is avoided on the front end with highly 
responsible students or exceptional charging cart 
design.  But when the inevitable happens, what’s 
the back-up plan so learning is uninterrupted? 
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5: Managing and Charging Devices  
Now that students have access to devices, it 
is important to think about how they will be 
managed in the classroom.  Here are the most 
common models used by grade level for districts 
that are 1:1, or almost 1:1. 

Primary Education (Key Stages 1  and 2)  
Typically students of this age stay with the 
same teacher for most of the day in the same 
classroom.  Because these students are 
younger, devices are most frequently kept in the 
classroom for overnight charging. This eliminates 
accidental damage at home, students forgetting 
the devices, or bringing them in uncharged.  This 
age level is most likely to still use a shared device 
model. 

Secondary Education (Key Stage 3)  
The homeroom model, or first class period 
model, is the most common method for this age. 
Students are responsible for picking up their 

device at the beginning of the day and returning 
it to the same in-school charging station before 
they leave for home.  Some schools use a central 
location near the front office or library in lieu of a 
homeroom as the designated charging area. 

Key Stages 4 and 5  
Many (but not all) districts find that older students 
are responsible enough for the take-home model, 
where each student is responsible for their own 
device at all times. With heavier homework loads, 
Key Stage 4 and 5 students are expected to 
regularly need their device at home.

Mobile Model for Shared Devices 
For schools not yet 1:1, mobile carts that travel 
based on project need are commonly used for all 
grades. Some schools share sets of devices, and 
grade levels or classroom cohorts have an access 
schedule. 
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Considerations
When purchasing an in-class charging and 
storage solution, you may want to consider: 

1. Will you number the devices and ensure the 
same student accesses the same device? 
Does the cart, cabinet, or Tower have a 
system in place for this? 

2. Does the cable management allow for 
younger students’ dexterity?  

3. How intuitive is the cable management in 
general, how easy is it to mess up? 

4. Who is in charge of managing the cart, the 
students or the teacher? If the students, 
what does the charging solution offer to make 
it easy for the students? 

5. If there is one central location in the 
classroom where devices live, what is the 
“flight pattern” to avoid traffic jams? Does the 
charging solution offer a method or process 
for this? 

6. How versatile is the charging solution for 
different classroom layouts?

 

7. How are the devices and power bricks kept 
secure from theft?

8. Is a mobile or more permanent station (wall 
mounted) preferred?

9. How much classroom spaces does the 
charging solution use?

10. Will the solution allow for easy device location 
discovery when an update/repair is needed? 
(I.e, an inventory management solution.)

11. Is the charging solution designed to keep 
devices cool? 

12. Does the charging solution allow for 
unobstructed wireless updating? 

13. Is the charging solution designed to 
discourage dropping or damaging devices? 

14. How does the charging solution prevent 
overloading the electrical circuit? 

15. How long does it take for devices to charge? 
16. How often will I need to access the power 

bricks, and how easy is that? 
17. How aesthetically pleasing is the solution, and 

are options like custom colours available?
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More Tips for 
Success
An essential resource for successful 
implementation:   
Digital Classroom Implementation Checklist

Student Expectations  
It is imperative that students understand 
expectations for accessing, using, and returning 
their devices.  You may consider starting with a 
few expectations and have students add to the 
list.  To increase ownership, have student teams 
create short videos defining each expectation.  If 
a student needs re-teaching, the student-made 
videos will be a great resource!

Routines  
Students flourish with routines because it 
provides predictability in their day.  That said, it is 
important to build routines around devices.  You 
may want to consider: 

• What do students do when they enter your 
classroom?

• If students are working independently, what 
does that look like?

• If students are working collaboratively, what 
does that look like?

• How do students retrieve/return devices?

Here are some examples of resources to support 
expectations and routines:

Device Use Poster

Student Digital Learning Expectations

PBIS Digital Matrix

iPad Hero Expectations

If students are taking devices home, be sure to 
consider charging options.  If you send home 
charging cords, purchase extras to have in each 
classroom. Your library media centre is a great 
place to become the hub of digital support:  
devices, cords, and peripherals to enhance the 
learning experience (green screen, doc cameras, 
etc.).

“Inclusion is a right, not a privilege for a select few”

Oberti v. Board of Education 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RJvlbDZmlxiDWaZZ6YgpyBSraZl2styoNDGtDfL7y5s/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4q9t3eB_8J4eWFUcU9wbHJna28/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Oq8p-6Tn-XH7iVkD1plx4ot138oLLb33uVZnbLLuKIU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UAzlKl26mg_tDsJENw5zN2VRjYYBDJdM4qbdjKb6a4c/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4q9t3eB_8J4bHFtRHk5VHVOWVE/view
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6: Classroom Devices during    
      COVID-19
Who would have imagined the impact of a global 
pandemic on education?  Teachers, families, and 
learners are experiencing circumstances that 
require flexibility, patience, and grace.  Some 
districts continue to hold classes in person yet 
need to have supports in place for quarantining.  
Some schools are totally virtual, and many are 
doing both.  What does that mean for digital 
device implementation and management? 

In-Person  
Students will be either carrying their device or 
accessing it from a charging solution.  Consider 
how to safely manage the flow of accessing and 
returning devices with social distancing and 
sanitization standards.  Here is another eBook 
that dives deeply into this topic:  

Rethink the Cart

If you are sending devices home, here are some 
considerations:  
• Set up a help desk call centre for families

• Train help staff on software to manage a 
device off site

• Create a plan of safety protocols to drop off 
and pick up devices in need of repair

• Plan for sanitizing devices before repair

• Have portable access points available for 
families in need of internet access

“If we create a culture where every teacher believes 
they need to improve, not because they are not good 
enough but because they can be even better, there is 
no limit to what we can achieve.”  Dylan Wiliam

https://powergistics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/CDC-K-12-Classroom-Device-Deployment-Guide.pdf
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The Do’s & Don’ts for Safe  
Classroom Device Deployment
 DO

Plan social distance strategies during 
device deployment

Separate charging stations in the 
classroom when possible to avoid 
crowding

Individually assign students their own 
device and shelf/slot/bay

Consider the teacher’s risk if they touch 
the devices

Disinfect devices & carts between 
different groups of students use

 DON’T

Don’t permit students to crowd around 
laptop carts

Don’t send groups to retrieve their 
devices all at once

Don’t share charging carts between 
student cohorts without disinfecting 
first

Don’t forget to consider the teacher’s 
risk if they touch the devices

Don’t underestimate the extra time a 
safer deployment takes with big carts
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7: Classroom Communities  
      and Family 
Building Community in your Classroom  
Devices bring the opportunity to engage, 
enhance, and extend learning beyond the school 
walls (Check out the Triple E Framework).  When 
you have expectations and routines in place, 
this learning can be magical.  Devices can be 
leveraged to build community and relationships 
among teachers and students.  Contrary to the 
notion that students will become introverted and 
isolated with a device, I have experienced rich 
and powerful conversations between students 
who have used the device for problem-solving 
and investigation.  Also, building discussion 
on a digital platform can enhance voice and 
conversation from those students who may 
never speak up in a classroom.  

Using a variety of digital, low-tech, and non-
tech learning strategies will support all of your 
learners by providing differentiated ways to 

access and engage in content, as well as express 
what they know and understand.

As you build your digital community, it is 
important to include your families.  Creating a 
strong communication plan with parents will 
strengthen family engagement and involvement 
in school experiences.  Today, there are multiple 
ways to reach out to families and share student 
work and messages.  Seesaw, Google Classroom, 
and learning management systems have built-in 
communication tools.  Your Student Information 
Systems will also have communication options.  I 
encourage you to find communication tools that 
provide two-way communication so families have 
the option to respond or contact staff easily. 

Messages in the form of texts seem to have 
the best response rates with families (and 
students).

https://www.tripleeframework.com/
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Empowering your Learners  
Leveraging digital devices has provided effective 
and efficient means to personalising the learning 
experience for each learner. This means that 
teachers and students can co-design learning 
experiences that may be more relevant and 
meaningful to that student. Digital assessments 
and surveys can provide immediate insights for 
both the teachers and learners to plan goals to 
meet the learning target. Students who have 
already met the target can proceed to go deeper 
or father with the content. Students can choose 
their path to success.

Digital Leaders and Citizens
It is our job to guide, teach, re-teach, and 
model how to use the devices appropriately 
and responsibly to our students. We want to 
build strong leaders who know how to leverage 
a device for learning, connecting, creating, 
and communicating. Lessons and guidance for 
teachers and families for digital citizenship is

found on one of my favorite resources: 

https://www.commonsensemedia.org. 

ISTE also has resources that support a proactive 
approach to digital citizenship:

https://www.iste.org/learn/digital-citizenship

With all of that said, students will make mistakes 
while using devices and learning in the depths of 
the internet. We need to stay consistent with our 
expectations and create a route to relearn. Some 
are tempted to take away devices, but this may 
provide inequities to access the instructional 
materials. Be prepared with a plan and treat 
every incident individually. This may be an 
excellent learning opportunity!

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/
https://www.iste.org/learn/digital-citizenship
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8: Implementation Success 
How do you know if your implementation is 
effective?  
LEA’s love to collect data to provide information 
to stakeholders when implementing new 
initiatives.  The difficult part of collecting 
qualitative data is that deciding what to measure 
when implementing a digital community.  It would 
be like measuring the effectiveness of using 
a pencil and paper instead of chalk on slates.  
Teachers level of confidence and competence 
with digital tools, platforms and strategies play 
into how the device is implemented effectively 
in learning experiences.  Using measures such 
as tests scores will not provide districts with 
appropriate evidence to measure success.

Like stated earlier, the Future Ready Schools 
Framework provides assessments that can 
measure multiple stakeholders to support the 
qualitative and quantitative data Districts may 
consider valuable.

Here  is an implementation guide  and timeline to 
help support building and analyzing  your digital 
culture.  

Implementation Guidance

This is a reflection tool to support data analysis.  
I highly suggest collecting qualitative data as well 
as quantitative.

Data Analysis Protocol

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y3IPEy6mstfeJ3mGRzQHdbg3snGPiGget4wKIGu-PtI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TKGOXPUfx6eh8DSJ9IA7Qikpck9Yy5oQHJLGXXgwMtU/edit
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Conclusion 
Today, we may use the term “digital learning” 
but in a matter of time, sooner than later, digital 
learning will be synonymous with learning; a 
digital device will always be part of the learning 
experience. It is truly amazing when students, 
with guidance, are empowered to leverage a 
digital device that has the ability to break down 
barriers, provide scaffolds, and support each 
learner. When we create the conditions for 
learners to know how they learn and what they 
need to be successful, we have empowered them 
to be lifelong learners. The students of today are 
our leaders of the future. Empowering today will 
foster communities of innovation and equity.

I hope this playbook is a helpful tool for a 
successful digital implementation. 

Best,

Beth Clarke and the PowerGistics Team

“Technology will not replace great teachers but technology 
in the hands of great teachers can be transformational.”
George Couros
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Chapter 1: Leadership
Future Ready Schools Framework

Plan Tracker Spreadsheet Template

Vision Implementation Building Tool - Simplified

 -Example School’s Vision Implementation

Implementation School Tool - Word/Doc version

 -Example School’s Implementation Plan

Implementation Building Tool:  Excel/Sheets 
version

Digital Implementation Guidance

Building a Digital Culture Assessment

Chapter 5: Charging & Managing Devices
Digital Classroom Implementation Checklist

Device Use Poster

Student Digital Learning Expectations

PBIS Digital Matrix

iPad Hero Expectations

Chapter 6: Classroom Devices During COVID

Rethink the Cart - Applying CDC Guidance

Chapter 7: Classroom Communities & Family

Check out the Triple E Framework

Digital Citizenship

ISTE - Digital Citizenship

Chapter 8: 

Implementation Guidance

Data Analysis Protocol

More:

www.powergistics.com

Resources 

https://futureready.org/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1YSWforHbxADKs8MllxpObRYX_WykZyhcenZ0W8bO8GY/template/preview
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ljSnUdt2XAfyxi86IzS3F-ROi8WdvJxWHlnkrwG-2gg/template/preview
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R9nLDlcWmLrNWkjvFCvdK2CwdRiDlbwnuHc8ZQHmN4g/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pIJVTHhVZ-sQLa434sX3zz2Xbbt-f9m0eSEehxXFG6s/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oy1MQzXj9pOfVrLPjx2UZNTTmL-fZbEropoLzzHsRLI/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hER4JVZmiETJnEBtE7iIWCuZ61QjR2gBjg-4jzW8fd0/template/preview
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hER4JVZmiETJnEBtE7iIWCuZ61QjR2gBjg-4jzW8fd0/template/preview
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y3IPEy6mstfeJ3mGRzQHdbg3snGPiGget4wKIGu-PtI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y3IPEy6mstfeJ3mGRzQHdbg3snGPiGget4wKIGu-PtI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RJvlbDZmlxiDWaZZ6YgpyBSraZl2styoNDGtDfL7y5s/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4q9t3eB_8J4eWFUcU9wbHJna28/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Oq8p-6Tn-XH7iVkD1plx4ot138oLLb33uVZnbLLuKIU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UAzlKl26mg_tDsJENw5zN2VRjYYBDJdM4qbdjKb6a4c/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4q9t3eB_8J4bHFtRHk5VHVOWVE/view
https://powergistics.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/CDC-K-12-Classroom-Device-Deployment-Guide.pdf
https://www.tripleeframework.com/
https://www.commonsensemedia.org/
https://www.iste.org/learn/digital-citizenship
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y3IPEy6mstfeJ3mGRzQHdbg3snGPiGget4wKIGu-PtI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TKGOXPUfx6eh8DSJ9IA7Qikpck9Yy5oQHJLGXXgwMtU/edit
https://powergistics.com/
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PowerGistics Philosophy 
Our mission is to enhance the learning environment. We 
believe that access to classroom technology should be 
effortless for students and teachers. When you remove the 
physical barrier of accessing technology in a classroom, 
when you eliminate the logistical risk of uncharged, 
damaged or missing laptops, classroom technology ceases 
to be just a resource; rather, classroom devices transform 
into a powerful, personal education tool for every student.

When technology is integrated in the physical classroom 
environment and easily accessed by students of all ages 
and abilities, it empowers all students to engage with their 
educational technology. Through this access, students 
are accountable for managing their own devices, learning 
the important habit of responsibility. By unburdening the 
teachers of this daily device management task, precious 
minutes are returned to teachers every day, strengthening 
their ability to teach.

We believe charging solutions should evolve based on the 
needs of the classroom, and allow for a transformation from 
wall mounted, to wheels, to stationary placement options. 
When devices are capable of seamlessly integrating into the 
natural flow of learning, rather than a hassle to retrieve or 
an afterthought, teachers are emboldened to incorporate 
classroom devices into their lessons more creatively, 
enhancing the learning environment. When classroom 
technology is disorganized, uncharged, or difficult to access, 
it’s human nature to be discouraged from using it to its true 
potential. 

We believe it’s necessary for the charging 
solution to be intuitive, thoughtful, and 
designed to enhance the learning environment. 
It should be versatile, and allow students to safely manage 
their own devices, saving time and energy for teachers. 
When a charging solution has an intuitive design, there is an 
inherent domino effect of time saved for IT staff as well.                                               

A charging solution that cares about IT staff prioritizes a 
maintenance-free cable management design. A thoughtfully 
designed charging station eliminates device damage, 
keeps devices cool, ensures the tech and power bricks are 
locked separately, reduces the risk of students dropping 
the devices by allowing devices to lay in their natural flat 
position, eliminates damaged or tangled cords, and arrives 
fully assembled.

We’re not just another cart or charging solution.  
We’re PowerGistics. 

Contact us today to learn more.

RollingStandWall Mounted

PWRG 1076 UK ED Classroom Depoyment Playbook 2021

https://powergistics.com/contact/

